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the quality of the antibody necessary for therapeutic or pro-
phylactic efficacy. He found that, while antibody formed in
response to an active infection with vaccinia virus was highly
active when used passively for treatment or prophylaxis,
antibody with a similar neutralizing titre but formed in
response to inactivated virus was lacking in therapeutic or
prophylactic properties. The active antibody is apparently
a response to the outermost layer of the vaccinia virus. This
is present only on virus naturally excreted by cells. The tests
described in connexion with the International Standard12
would not specifically detect this essential property of gamma-
globulin for therapy or prophylaxis. While there is no doubt
that the International Standard (composed of serum collected
from people convalescent from smallpox, most of whom had
been previously vaccinated) would contain the desired type of
antibody, the comparative tests reported with it would give
evidence only of its quality in terms of neutralizing antibody,
not of its potential therapeutic activity. An adequate test for
that activity necessitates the use of virus naturally excreted
from infected cells.

Hidden Hyperthyroidism
Diagnosis of thyrotoxicosis in the hyperkinetic patient with
exophthalmos, intolerance of heat, bounding pulse, fine
tremor, increased appetite, and bowel frequency presents
little problem, but the disease often appears in an atypical
manner.

Chinese physicians in the seventh and eighth centuries'
recognized the association of emotional disturbances with
goitres. But it was not until 44 years after the first Western
description of hyperthyroidism by C. H. Parry in 18252 that
F. Chvostek3 drew attention to some pitfalls in diagnosis.
He pointed out that the condition may affect- one particular
system of the body to such an extent that the attention of
both the patient and the physician may be directed towards a
primary disorder of that system and away from the possibility
of thyroid disease. Such masked or hidden hyperthyroidism
most commonly affects the heart, producing otherwise un-
explained heart failure or atrial fibrillation, particularly in the
elderly. The disease may also present as loss of weight, or
it may affect the gastrointestinal tract, producing malabsorp-
tion or diarrhoea, or the neuromuscular system, causing acute
or chronic muscle weakness, fits, and encephalopathic or
choreiform syndromes. Abnormal psychiatric states may be
seen with few other obvious symptoms of hyperthyroidism.
One variety of the disease was called "apathetic hyper-

thyroidism" by F. H. Lahey,4 and a timely reminder of its
importance has come with the recent description by F. B.
Thomas and his colleagues5 of nine cases seen in a year in
one department of medicine. In each of their cases apathy
was the cardinal clinical feature apart from the congestive

cardiac failure with which the patients were admitted. No
patient was initially suspected of suffering from thyrotoxicosis,
and indeed in two of them myxoedema had been thought of
as a possible diagnosis. The discovery by a routine test of a
raised protein-bound iodine pointed to the true diagnosis.
A full laboratory investigation and the satisfactory response
to antithyroid treatment confirmed it. Since studies of thyroid
function are rarely performed in Great Britain as a routine
without clinical suspicion of thyroid disorder, the possibility of
a diagnosis of apathetic hyperthyroidism must be remembered.
Though the patient is usually past middle age, the apathetic

type of the disease has been recorded in childhood.6 In
addition to apathy the clinical features include depression and
lethargy, heart failure with atrial dysrrhythmias, loss of
weight, and muscle wasting, but only rarely are the usual eye
signs prominent. On the contrary Thomas and his co-authors
point out that ptosis is frequently found. Since the laboratory
indices of thyroid function usually suggest thyrotoxicosis once
it is suspected, the diagnosis is easily confirmed, and con-
ventional treatment is rewarding.
The key therefore to correct diagnosis in hidden hyper-

thyroidism is to maintain a high index of suspicion and not
necessarily to expect other clinical features of thyrotoxicosis.
The apathetic thyrotoxic person may pass suddenly into a
more typical agitated state, but Lahey observed in 1931 that
these quiet, disinterested patients, who look old for their age
but do not look extremely ill, may "quietly and peacefully
sink into apathy, from that into coma, and die an absolutely
relaxed death and without activation." This should be a
warning to us that the condition may remain atypical through-
out its course.

Enterprise at Edinburgh
This week and next the B.M.I. is publishing shortened
versions ofthe papers given at a recent conference in Edinburgh
on "Immunological Aspects of Cancer." We have printed
these at length because of the quality of the contributions
themselves and the rapid progress in this field, and because
comparatively little has appeared about it so far in non-
specialist journals.
The symposium was organized by the Royal Medical

Society of Edinburgh, and both it and the symposium con-
vener, Mr. Ian Smith, are to be congratulated on their
enterprise in arranging this conference, which all attending
agreed to be outstanding. The Society is a student one, and
dates from the year 1737, when ten medical students agreed
to meet weekly in a tavern to hear one of their number read
a dissertation on some medical subject. It is the oldest medical
students' society in Great Britain, and the only one to hold a
Royal Charter (which was granted by King George III in
1779). The Society has a long and distinguished tradition;
among its past members are Lister, Simpson, Joseph Bell,
Charles Darwin, and Andrew Duncan.
As one of the distinguished contributors to the symposium,

Professor Georges Mathe', commented, if only students all
over Europe would abandon hurling paving stones at the
authorities and adopt the constructive approach shown at
Edinburgh, our universities might be much happier places.
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